Basketball Wales Meeting Minutes
13/02/2017
Date of Meeting: 13/02/2017 Time of Meeting: 18:30hrs ended 20:30hrs Venue: Sport Wales Offices,
Cardiff and Plas Menai, Caernarfon (Via Video Link)
Convener: Gavin Williams (GW) Acting Chairman for meeting
Board Members Present: Cameron Seeley (CS) Lee Coulson (LC) Via Video Link Gavin Williams (GW)
Haydn Jones (HJ) Stef Collins (SC) Mike Thomas (MT) Stef Collins (SC) Lynne Moore Keith Mair (KM)
Ian Blackburn (IB) Sport Wales Liaison Officer Via Video Link from Plas Menai and (LM) Rhian
Mackenzie (RM)
Action to be carried out is highlighted in red
Welcome –
GW welcomed everyone to the meeting
Apologies –
Apologies received Lucy Witt (LW) and Phil John (PJ)

Conflict of Interests –
GW asked the board if there were any conflicts of interest that needed to be declared prior to the
start of the meeting. None Declared.
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4. Approval of Minutes 05/10/16
Minutes from the previous board meeting dated 05/10/16 were approved as a true and accurate
record and matters arising from those minutes were discussed.
5. FIBA 3X3
GW confirmed that a formal letter head been sent to British Basketball (BBF) confirming the entries
of Wales U18 Men and Women in this summer’s FIBA European championship qualifiers.
6. Terry Price Cup 2017 (Welsh Play Off Finals)
Enquiries made to host the TP Cup 2017 at Aberystwyth University, this would be a central point for
both SWBA and NWBA teams to travel to. GW to follow up on the booking confirmation

7. BW Sponsorship Manger
Denis Campbell has stood down from his position as BW’s Sponsorship Manager. BW to re-advertise
for this position as it is a crucial role for the federation to try and bring in commercial income to
support of national teams.
8. Appointment of new BW Chair Mr Keith Mair
The board of Basketball Wales unanimously approved the appointment of Mr Keith Mair as the new
BW Chairman. Keith’s CV and experience as former CEO of Basketball England made him an ideal
candidate to take over from Dr Steve Lloyd. GW welcomed KM to the board. KM asked GW to
continue to chair the meeting due to the video link which GW agreed to do.
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9. Thanks to former Chair Dr Steve Lloyd
The board of BW wished to formally express their thanks to Dr Lloyd for his effort and commitment
he has given to Basketball Wales over many years of service. The board agreed that a memento
should be presented to Steve at some point in the future to commemorate his service. GW to follow
up
10. BW Communications Manager Role
GW welcomed Rhian Mackenzie to the meeting and formally approved her role as the new BW
Communications manager. Rhian provided a brief update on her thoughts on the role and some
ideas moving forward. The current BW website was identified as being out dated and not fit for
purpose. Rhian will look at new options for a new website in the background whilst looking to ‘tidy’
up the current site. Rhian has full access to both the BW Facebook page and the Twitter page. Rhian
reported even in the short time she has been in the role the twitter account is proving to be a very
popular means of social media communication. MT confirmed that there is a communications
budget that Rhian can utilise for her role
11. Sport Wales Recognition Review Update by Ian Blackburn
IB confirmed that he would now be the main liaison officer for BW as Gareth Parry had moved to a
different department/role within Sport Wales. IB is generally happy with the work being done to
meet the review conditions. A number of productive meeting have occurred between GW, MT, LM
and Steve Lloyd prior to him standing down as Chair. The consultants that Sport Wales have
provided have been useful to assist BW in preparing to meet the conditions set out. GW asked IB
about the proxy voting report carried, one issue needed to be clarified, IB was going to speak to the
report consultant and report back.
12. Finance Update – MT
MT indicated that he is working through the recognition review financial aspects, working closely
with consultant Dave Vickery. Several documents will be ready for the next board meeting for board
approval. New financial package provided by Sport Wales (QuickBooks) is currently being tested and
hopefully we will get this up and running ready for the new financial year (April 2017) Long terms
strategy is to get through the next financial year and start to build a 5 year finical forecast for BW.
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MT is looking to try and recruit new members to work on the BW finance committee. This will help
ease the workload and share many important responsibilities relating to the day to day running of
the organisation. A number of trip proposals for the national teams have been approved and a
number are still to come in. MT is ensuring that all National team managers and coaches work to a
set budget template to ensure that each trip is costed correctly. MT and GW have been working with
the WSA recommended insurance broker to purchase additional Personal Accident insurance for all
national teams members for when they are travelling on trips. This will be in place by 1st April 2017
ready for the first trips which run at Easter. GW to follow up in the insurance and make payment

BW AGM Minutes 2016
Whilst working through the recognition review conditions the BW AGM Minutes were reviewed and
two amendments were needed as they had not been correctly recorded. The first was to show that a
‘Special Resolution’ took place to adopt the new Articles of Basketball Wales. The word ‘Special’ was
to be inserted into the minutes. The second amendment related to the order in which proceedings
took place. The Special resolution to adopt the new articles took place after the welcome and
introductions by Dr Lloyd (Chair) and this was to be altered and re published on the BW Website.
GW to make the changes as agreed by the board (those present at the AGM 2016)

British Basketball (BBF) Update (SC)
SC reported that the next BBF meeting is due to take place om 32st March 2017 in London. SC
informed the board that BBF had received just over £1 Million from Sport England in the absence of
any funding from UK Sport. This funding means that GB can send our Senior Men to compete at
Eurobasket and the junior national teams to their respective FIBA competitions in the summer.
Productive meetings have been held between BBF and the NBA London office. GW fed back on the
first GB coordination meeting (involving all the HCA’s and GB Staff) that was held in London in
January. Wales are to hold the next meeting in Cardiff on 27th April 2017. GW to liaise with IB at
Sport Wales to try and secure meeting rooms for the 27th April
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Mini Basketball Update (LC)
The mini basketball (FIBA) project is taking shape nicely. Dates are starting to booked into the
calendar and lots of the equipment has already been purchased (Pin badges and Booklets) The aim
of the project is to deliver around 20 festivals across Wales and those primary pupils in attendance
will work to achieve their ‘Bronze Badge’. LC described the project in detail and the main aim is to
then get pupils motivated to then achieve their Silver and Gold badges which can be attained
through Basketball Wales affiliated Clubs. LC noted that BW needs to look at ways to assist those
clubs that currently don’t provide mini basketball sessions. A new website dedicated to Welsh mini
basketball was to be developed specifically for this award scheme and to assist teachers and coaches
with specific skills and drills. The website will be www.minibasketballwales.com
KM congratulated the board on this project. GW noted that applications for the next round of FIBA
Youth Development funding had been sent out. This had to be sent in and completed by 31st April
2017. GW and LC to arrange a meeting in Swansea to plan the next round of funding.
National Teams/Performance (CS)
CS reported that there had been lots of good feedback relating to the National team training
sessions. CS thanked SC and JM who had been going around attending various sessions and
providing support where required. CS is working on a BW coaching/vision strategy document for the
national team ‘blueprint’. There have been a few issues with Cardiff Met facilities since September.
Sarah Wagstaff is assisting BW to work through these issues. CS suggested that a meeting be
arranged with Cardiff Met to discuss long term partnership agreements between both organisations.
CS was involved in the process of appointing the GB national team youth coaches along with
colleagues from Basketball England and Scotland. It’s hoped that Wales will be sending development
coaches to sit in on sessions to learn and develop their skills and knowledge. FECC applications had
been sent out by FIBA, the performance committee would look into suitable candidates for this high
level course but due to the fact that BW has a number of coaches that have not yet completed we
need to be very careful on the selection of future candidates. There have been a few issues
regarding kit and printing. Kit budgeted needed to be looked at again with MT. There are a few
shortage issues because of a number of kits not being returned from last year’s FIBA teams. Majority
of national teams have planned trips away to compete in test events against other countries. A
number of trips were rejected as they did not prove to be value for money. These teams have been
asked to go back and re plan their trips. Eligibility issues have been dealt with by the performance
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committee. It was decided that eligibility to represent Wales now must be with Grand Parents (Not
Great Grandparents (as previously accepted). CS was pleased to report that a new 3 year ball
sponsorship deal had been signed with Wilson. All national teams (except U16 FIBA) will now train
and play home games with Wilson match balls. CS thanked Sarah-Jayne Evans for her assistance with
getting all the NT balls out for recent training sessions. Wilson will also be the official ball of BW
domestic league competitions along with Schools and College tournaments. The U15 Boys Head
coach has had to stand down from his position as he is moving back to Australia. CS and the
performance committee will re advertise for new HC and AC ASAP. CS has had talks with Vic Fleming
(VF) about becoming the coach development manager for BW. CS will follow up this conversation
with VF as BW currently doesn’t have anyone fulfilling this important role.
SWBA Update and Disciplinary (MT)
SWBA Junior and Senior Cup finals were held in Swansea at the LC in February. Reports and winners
were published on BW social media. MT brought to the attention of the board a disciplinary incident
relating to a Cardiff Met Senior Men’s player during an SWBA league game held at Swansea. At this
point board members HJ and GW left the room. MT in hic capacity as SWBA Chair went through the
SWBA investigation into the incident which was carried out by independent members of the SWBA
disciplinary panel. After discussing the report the BW board members present felt that a through
and comprehensive investigation had been concluded by SWBA. Because of this investigation all
sanctions and findings in the report are to be upheld. The board of BW emphasised the continued
importance of training for all BW referees with the interaction and game management of players.
This type of training will continue to be carried out at SWBA and BW referee clinics and conferences.
PJ is to contact the Cardiff Met player to inform him of BW’s discussion of the SWBA report.
Following this discussion BW to look into it’s complaints procedure regarding in game issues. To be
consistent with Basketball England and Basketball Scotland a suitable fee should be accompanied
with any formal disciplinary complaint lodge with Basketball Wales. LM to look into the complaints
procedure and follow up.

Officiating (HJ)
HJ informed the board of the new FIBA licensing system that was being implemented. This may have
an effect on the number of FIBA referees and Commissioners that GB is allowed to have.
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The FIBA SCOD clinic was very successful and we have invited our FIBA instructor to attend the
SWBA Final 4’s to work with the referees over the course of the weekend.

AOB
Email received by SC from U20 HC James Dawe. Issue with the numbers attending U20 Women’s
training. Look at moving to an U23 programme to allow more players to train.
Jason Merchant announced that he would be standing down as a BW director due to family and
work commitments, JM would look to continue his role on the performance committee. GW thanked
JM for his time and commitment he has given to the board since September 2015.
GW reported that flights for all FIBA teams had been booked/reserved
HJ informed the board of the Street Games event that will be taking place at the Principality Stadium
on the 10th August 2017. BW Board agreed that having a presences at this event would be great for
us.
KM advised that IB, who had left the meeting, had asked that the proxy issue, relating to the
inappropriate use of proxies prior to the 2015 AGM, be discussed. Specifically IB wanted to see the
recommendation from the TDE report of September 2016 that BW members be communicated with,
regarding proxy voting as contained in the Articles, implemented. It was agreed that BW members
should be emailed with this information.
GW proposed that we only allow one proxy vote per person. This was agreed to and could be
included in the Rules, as covered by Article 25, or by amending the Articles
KM thanked all the board members for their dedication and work, and is looking forward to working
with them all in his new role as Chair.
Date of Next Meeting
26th April 2017 6pm at Sport Wales Offices.
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